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On the cover of *Auction Bridge and Mah-Jongg Magazine’s* 1924 September issue, a woman in gauzy faux-Chinese dress paints designs on a larger-than-life mahjong set.

Behind the delicate craftswoman and her embroidered slippers glows a golden Chinese dragon screen, at once alluring and ominous. The woman, however, is not portrayed as racially Chinese, for the elegant tile-painter is clearly white. Exemplifying the massive American cultural output inspired by mahjong, the illustration highlights the performative possibilities the game opened in America, the fad’s ambiguous representations of China, and how the Chinese game and its accoutrements helped form a 1920s “Oriental” aesthetic. In this image as in the culture at large, mahjong represented far more than a commodity sold for mass consumption.

Mahjong, the Chinese game of skill played by four people with domino-like engraved “tiles,” swept the United States in the 1920s. It resonated with a specific historical moment in American life and generated an outpouring of commentary and representations. Hundreds of thousands of Americans purchased game sets, and middle- and leisure-class women enacted representations of Chinese civilization through dress and entertainment. Mahjong was quite obviously—even desirably—Chinese, in an era when Chinese bodies were alien, exotic, and sexualized. While white women used mahjong as a tool to experiment with new boundaries of respectable femininity, Chinese Americans leveraged mahjong’s popularity for economic opportunities and cultural authority. Negative racial stereotypes used by critics of the wildly popular foreign game not only targeted Chinese American mobility but also responded to changing gender norms for white Americans. Mahjong matrons symbolized social changes, including female independence and leisure, that destabilized traditional notions of white domesticity.

The mahjong craze that erupted in the early 1920s further symbolized key...
Fig. 1. H. H. Warner, “Cover Design,” *Auction Bridge and Mah-Jongg Magazine*, September 1924. Library of Congress. The mahjong phenomenon inspired an outpouring of cultural production, including art, plays, songs, and poetry. This magazine cover references the practice of white women dressing in Chinese costume. Representations of mahjong combined commentary about white women and Chinese culture, illustrating the co-construction of race and gender.
elements of Americans’ heightened sense of the “modern”: America’s global
strength abroad and its commercialized, cosmopolitan urban life at home.2
Americans discussed mahjong as a connection to the luxurious and powerful
ancient Chinese court, brought into the light of modernity through American
entrepreneurial intervention.3 Manufacturers and importers of the game cap-
italized on hand-carved Chinese images on natural materials to generate an
impression of premodern cultural authenticity. Mahjong in fact was a modern
game: it evolved in the mid- and late 1800s in and around Shanghai, spread-
ing by World War I to other major urban centers in China.4 A number of in-
dividuals, most famously a Standard Oil representative named Joseph Park
Babcock, successfully brought mahjong to the United States via California in
1922.5 By 1924 mahjong sets were the sixth largest export to the United States
from Shanghai, China’s largest port.6 Americans had long followed Europe’s
lead in importing specific Chinese goods as markers of refinement. In this
instance, however, American consumers led the way for a smaller-scale Euro-
pean mahjong craze as the United States became more directly engaged with
East Asia after World War I.7

The game’s wild popularity coincided with challenges to traditional white
domesticity as more women gained economic opportunities and participated
in urban forms of leisure such as boundary-crossing jazz dances and voy-
euristic tourism to Chinatowns.8 Popular culture was overtly sexual in new
ways: films celebrated “sex appeal,” as did the booming cosmetics and fash-
ion industries, while popularized Freudian psychology valorized heterosexual
sex.9 Dressing up in exotic Chinese costumes to play mahjong provided white
women—matrons as well as “modern girls”—a racial mask to help make new
forms of public sexuality respectable.10

Orientalist consumerism was not unidirectional, however. By looking only
at how the West viewed the East, examinations of white Americans’ appropri-
ation of Chinese culture have often ignored the concurrent uses by Chinese
Americans. Within Chinatowns mahjong had a presence of its own that did
not engage white Americans. In addition, the national mahjong craze created a
cultural conversation to which Chinese Americans responded. While the bulk
of evidence, and thus the focus of this article, concerns white uses of a Chinese
game, it is important to understand how Chinese Americans capitalized upon
the mahjong phenomenon and actively negotiated American ideas of Chinese
authenticity. Thanks to the desires of white players, the mahjong market pro-
vided a real opportunity for Chinese mahjong instructors in a discriminatory
economy as well as a platform from which to claim cultural authority.

The performance of these Chinese Americans, however, was fraught with
pitfalls and contributed to sexualized stereotypes of the seductive power of
the game and of Chinese instructors. As the game spread across the nation, mahjong also unleashed criticisms of Chinese influence and women's leisure that linked female mahjong players with neglectful and self-centered domesticity. The history of mahjong demonstrates the necessity of approaching both material and popular culture through overlapping lenses of gender and race. It also highlights the importance of women's leisure activities and everyday objects often dismissed or overlooked as frivolous. The ways in which mahjong symbolized modern American culture, buttressed by Orientalist ideas of race and gender, allowed the game to stand in for debates over white femininity. Rather than merely a temporary foray into the exotic, mahjong came to represent the threats posed by changing gender, sexual, and racial encounters during the 1920s.

Performing Mahjong: Racialization and Female Sexuality

In 1922 the elite women's Ebell Club of Los Angeles hosted a high-profile philanthropic mahjong party. The club members posed in advance for pictures in the Los Angeles Times and the Los Angeles Examiner, dressed in complete "Chinese costume," wearing elaborate beaded headdresses and embroidered silk robes. In an article titled "Dragons Clash at Mah-Jongg," the Ebell Club's women-only gala was heralded as "a great event, a sort of official coming-out party for mahjong in Los Angeles, where the elite of the city will gather to shake a wicked dice to help Ebell Rest Cottage Scholarship Fund." The female attendees, the press observed, were "determined to be desperately Chinese in action and dress" and so were "plotting to lay hold of their husbands' pajamas for the occasion." While some purchased fine embroidered "mandarin" robes, others simply used pajamas to evoke the loose silk Chinese trousers familiar to Americans.

Performing mahjong involved a very literal sense of performance: intentional self-presentations in front of others, while clothed in or consuming representations of Chinese culture (as imagined by white Americans). Dressing up in Chinese costume, eating "Oriental" treats, and watching staged mahjong-inspired dance revues were all ways in which individuals—particularly middle-class and elite white women—transformed mahjong into a means of experimenting with different personae and demonstrating modern worldliness.

In cities across the country, elites flocked to mahjong galas involving ballets where wealthy young ladies danced as mahjong pieces. Movie palaces featured stage performances of a "Chinese fantasie in song and dance—the Mah Jongg Blues." Stages were not always needed; for society matrons, per-
formance often took the form of elaborate costumes. Wealthy hostesses held garden parties with mahjong plays on the grass, and middle-class housewives hosted friends to eat Chinese food amidst paper lanterns. Language became playful as wordsmiths crafted mahjong songs and poetry, and players giggled at uttering foreign words such as “pung” and “chow,” words necessary to snatch discarded tiles and complete hands.

It was not only at high-profile events or large parties that mahjong enthusiasts dressed in costumed regalia. In the early days of mahjong play, high-society and middle-class white women dressed in corresponding costumes for smaller parties in individual homes. The *Atlanta Constitution* urged “smart women” to hold mahjong parties and serve Chinese treats while wearing mandarin coats. A photograph of four fashionable young Seattle women playing this new and exotic game made the rounds of newspapers in the Northwest, from Portland, Oregon, to Walla Walla, Washington. They did not wear conventional flapper dress; rather, they were covered with variations of elaborate “mandarin” costumes. These were generally completely divorced from actual Chinese fashions but reminiscent of Chinese opera costumes: feathered, embroidered, or beaded head-dresses and embroidered jackets, pantaloons, and slippers. Just as the Atlanta article encouraged readers to “mak[e] use of the Chinese note in entertaining,” the Seattleites immersed themselves in an Orientalist aesthetic of richly carved furniture and Oriental rugs.

In the United States, white players’ mahjong culture soon became feminized. The shift from male to female mahjong players during the early 1920s was neither obvious nor inevitable, as the game was originally steeped in a masculine gambling and courtesan culture in China and then associated with American businessmen. Men played in single-sex as well as mixed gatherings that overlapped with bridge games, and they published dozens of books as authoritative experts on the game.

Mahjong became feminized due to the merging of American gendered ideas of Chinese culture with the strengthened association of women as archetypal consumers. By the 1920s advertisers for a wide variety of products imagined the typical consumer as female. As the game evolved, the cultural associations of women with mahjong’s “fl owery” aesthetic encouraged the increasingly disproportionate presence of female players.

Because the game became a stand-in for Chinese culture, it was similarly associated with the gender and sexual stereotypes that underwrote American ideas of “Orientals.” Fueled by the growth of anti-Asian sentiments in the nineteenth century and building on Orientalist frameworks that projected a feminine character on “the East,” ideas of Chinese men were characterized especially by a lack of masculinity. Notably, in contrast to the legions of white
society women in Chinese costume, very few white men were ever pictured in Chinese “mandarin” dress. The few exceptions featured a wrestling star, a World Heavyweight Champion, and an internationally renowned billiards professional: icons of white masculinity.22

Marketers riffed on a core fiction to promote mahjong: that it was a game of an ancient Chinese elite. In this way they removed the contradiction between Orientalist consumerism and anti-Asian exclusions. The cover of How to Play Ma Jong: Played by Confucius 2200 Years Ago, the Rage of Today, features a solitary Confucius-as-mandarin in complete regalia: necklace over a coat embroidered with a dragon, topped with a mustache and button hat. Playing mahjong in front of pagodas, he is separated in time and space by the Great Wall from a table of elegantly dressed Western players.23 Confucius himself was often used as an emblem of Chinese culture marked by hierarchy and unchanging tradition.

Manufacturers and distributors fought to claim the “genuine” version of the game played by ancient royalty rather than by modern-day working-class laborers.24 The Pung Chow Company, an American-based manufacturer of plastic mahjong sets, generated an origin myth revolving around languid courtesans in the Confucian-era “Court of the King of Wu.”25 Pung Chow founder Lew Lysle Harr insisted that his New York factories could literally manufacture an authentically Chinese game associated with the courtly tradition—while making it superior to the sets coming out of China of “modern coolie” origins. Advertisements connected mandarins, courtesans, and Confucius with mahjong’s origins, creating a route to imagined Chinese personae without associating with the coolies (degraded Chinese laborers) and laundrymen predominant in American stereotypes.26

Authenticity, or the idea that mahjong captured some untarnished Chinese cultural essence, was at the heart of American mahjong culture. On the surface, “authenticity” simply meant real or genuine. However, inherited ideas of what defines the realness of a particular place and time meant that authenticity became a constructed framework, often resting on hierarchical ideas of tradition, modernity, and progress. As a rich scholarly literature on the construction of authenticity in modern American life argues, the “authentic” has been defined as a connection to the primitive, to what has been lost in industrialized modern society. The search for authenticity has taken many forms, from medieval Anglo-Saxon historical romances in the 1890s to rugged 1910s Camp Fire girls in Native American dress and, in the 1920s, a craze for a supposedly ancient game of the Chinese court.27 As the Los Angeles Times explained, “Half the fascination about the game is the quaint ‘Chinesy’ al-about it [sic].”28 Manufacturers and importers of the game repeatedly relied on Ori-
entalist elements to generate an impression of cultural authenticity: origin myths that linked the game to Confucius and the ancient Chinese “mandarin” court; images hand-carved on natural materials; and references to assumed characteristics of a premodern Chinese essence. Newspapers introduced “Mah Jongg—as quaint as the Chinese queue, as old as time and as entrancing as a woman’s wiles,” simultaneously evoking timeless premordernity and sensuous Eastern luxuries.29

China existed in a unique position in the American imagination to represent the past. Long-held understandings of China painted the national character as fundamentally opposite of the United States: backward-looking and inscrutable.30 Americans also held contradictory views of China and Chinese people, who could simultaneously signify ancient advancement and modern stagnation; innocence and treachery; passivity and cunning. By stressing the game’s connection to an ancient Chinese civilization, mahjong marketers emphasized China’s early advanced status “when our own [European] ancestors were living in caves.”31 Players who dressed as fanciful royalty could connect with an earlier era of luxury and power.

In fact, old Confucian mandarins had far less to do with the development of the game than did the very modern and international milieu of Shanghai from which the global fad emerged. Imperial China had been gone for over a decade by the time the game hit American shores. Despite this reality, courtly references emphasized the game’s elite associations, distanced it from the despised contemporary “coolie” laborer figure, provided a foil for Americans to project their own self-conscious modernity, and simply added to an Orientalist aesthetic based in pleasure and exotic beauty.

At the same time, an identification with the esteemed advancement of ancient China linked modern American global leadership with the glories of a Chinese past. Drawing a sharp and hierarchical distinction between Chinese past and present, Americans wrote that contemporary urban China was not truly “Chinese” thanks to modernization efforts by “Christendom and Japan.”32 Rather, authentic Chinese culture could be found in the mahjong of the misty past and “a version [of the game] nearer the original played in unchanged corners of China.” Despite being mahjong’s actual birthplace, modern China was irrelevant in this conception.

Because the game’s aesthetic and materiality were so strongly associated with China, it fit into the established vogue of chinoiserie and, more broadly, Orientalist consumption. Mahjong built on long-term American interest and infrastructure for Chinese goods, though the geopolitical dynamics between the two nations shifted significantly over time. Beyond the mainstay of tea, the historical American fascination with Chinese luxury goods stemmed
from European consumption of affordable but refined goods, from spices to porcelain, silk, and furniture. By the late nineteenth century, Bedouin scenes and Japanese prints prevailed in art and consumer goods, European nations had used their military power to extort new trading relationships from China, and waves of Chinese immigrants entered the ranks of exploited and denigrated laborers in the American West. With the expansion of Chinese imports, Western-made chinoiserie, and lavish paintings of the Arab world came “cosy corners” wherein Americans draped fabric in living rooms for their own harem feel. As with Orientalist imaginings of the Near East and Japan in the late nineteenth century, mahjong held an appeal that promised the authenticity of a primitive past overlaid with the exoticism of the Far East.

The mahjong market was built in part on class aspirations magnified by elite consumer preference. However, mahjong was not exclusive to the wealthy, despite the possibility of significant expense. Its appeal spread across lines of class, race, and region, and its varied forms made the game available to the masses. Costumes and decorations could be ornate or more homespun, as the Atlanta Constitution advised readers to “use whatever you have in the way of Chinese knickknacks and make the simplest sort of party interesting.” Mahjong performance emerged from an immediate context of the 1920s, when the growing consumer culture facilitated frequent costume parties and self-conscious performance.

The racial performance of white players dressed as Chinese women and men related to a much longer and pernicious history of white actors dressing as caricatured African Americans, Asians, and Native Americans. By the 1920s blackface had grown past its early roots with working-class and immigrant vaudevillians to become a ubiquitous and mainstream form of entertainment. However, Chinese costuming at mahjong parties was also a social practice engaged in by individuals across the country, not only official performers onstage. It generally involved dressing “up” as royalty, not as denigrated coolies in yellowface.

Participating in the mahjong craze as a whole may have held special appeal as a way of demonstrating upwardly mobile assimilation and respectability for ethnic groups on the edges of whiteness, such as second- and third-generation German Jews. However, there is scant evidence of Chinese costuming by Americans marked as ethnic, and none at all by nonwhite players. African American clubwomen in the urban North and Midwest created the “newest elite clubs” to play the game, but there is no mention of costumes or particularly Oriental atmosphere. In contrast, upwardly mobile German Jews, descendants of earlier Jewish migrants than the East Europeans of the late nineteenth century, were more integrated into mainstream white mah-
The urban areas home to the hottest centers of the fad also held significant Jewish populations, especially New York. An elaborate “Ma-Jung Fete” in the Plaza Hotel, complete with a ballet of costumed dancers including members of the rich and famous, served as a fundraiser for the Catholic, Protestant, and Jewish Big Sisters Organizations. To the very limited extent that there is any record of Jewish-specific costumed events, they are virtually indistinguishable from the broader white American culture. Costumed mahjong matrons could venture into new and exciting modern territory while cloaked in premodern feminine flair.

The search for “authentic experience” could serve not only as an escape from the dissatisfactions of modern life but also as a way of acculturating to it. For white women, going beyond an “oriental note” to dress as Chinese women was playfully titillating and expressed modern sexualized sensibilities. Mahjong’s popularity was in many ways less about any engagement with modern China in a “consumer’s imperium” and more about American women using ideas of China to cross cultural boundaries within their own society. “Many a timorous lady” described in the Los Angeles Herald “still quakes a little” at the thought of joining the “illusive atmosphere of the Chinese game.” Stereotypes of Chinese women were built on assumptions of exploitable sexuality, from the passive “lotus blossom” to the elite concubine and the Chinatown prostitute. Crucially, however, the racial performance remained always an obvious masquerade. At a time when fashion magazines frequently featured primitive masks, white female models encouraged readers to consume products like cosmetics and Asian-infused clothing that allowed them to put on, and necessarily remove, a racial mask.

Matrons as well as modern girls participated in Orientalist performance that evoked sexuality and cosmopolitanism. The magazines, film, and popular fiction that promoted self-expression by “the modern girl” of the 1920s—distinguished by “bobbed hair, painted lips, provocative clothing, elongated body, and open, easy smile”—also made sexualized portrayals of mahjong available for mass consumption. While urban youth engaged in petting parties and went dancing at jazz clubs, their parents’ generation and their elite counterparts performed sexual and gender subversion through the more respectable route of mahjong. Elite New Yorkers could display their more genteel performances in an elaborate mahjong ballet at the Plaza Hotel and still attend the risqué 1924 George White Scandals revue “Mah Jongg.” The renowned Art Deco artist Erté designed extravagant and revealing costumes for the dancing girls embodying mahjong pieces.

The new cultural lore of mahjong was infused with racial connotations that were themselves predicated on notions of gender and sexuality. In a cartoon
by the iconic Jazz Age artist John Held Jr., “The Ancient Chinese Game According to the More Modern Generation,” a white American couple lustily illustrates mahjong terms, as a game that begins with a “pung is a kiss on the cheek” climaxes with a full embrace: “Ah! My friends to Mah Jong, is to Mah Jong.” In game parlance, to “pung” was to take a discarded tile to complete a hand, and to “Mah Jong” meant to make it, to go all the way and win the game. As depicted in the comic, the “modern generation” ascribed an erotic meaning to the very name of the game. Introducing its readers to mahjong, the New York Times compared the name to “a novel swear word” with its “emotional twang.”

Held’s mahjong cartoons revealed the range of performance the game facilitated: the consumption of exotic goods that spread to other consumer items for self-display, such as clothes and jewelry; and the interconnectivity of race, gender, and sexuality evident in the culture of the game. In one illustration, a bobbed blond flapper looks askance at a Confucius-cum-samurai-mandarin, with long fingernails and elaborate armor, who seems to have appeared in her dressing room. “If Confucius should return,” the comic asks, “what would his reaction be to the new Mah-Jongg underthings?” The décolleté flapper displays her mahjong-inspired lingerie with faux Chinese writing hemming the slip to the martial Confucius and to the magazine reader. Other figures include dragon-adorned bathers sharing a cigarette with a young man in a distinctly suggestive manner.

The positive or negative tone of cultural crossings promised by the game depended upon the gendered form of Chinese representations. If advertising exotic allure, the game was transposed onto female Chinese characters. When authors and marketers created characters named “Mah Jongg,” they were consistently female, in effect literally objectifying Chinese women. The New York Times dedicated a lengthy article to a new type of womanhood embodied by the young Chinese American flapper, whom the article dubbed “Miss Mah Jong.” “She has charm, allure. There is nothing as saucy on the face of the earth,” the article went on: “The Chinese flapper, American-born, is the East and the West in one, and so eternally exotic.” George Gershwin spun a tune he named “Mah-Jongg,” full of musical tokens that evoke ideas of Chinese music to a non-Chinese audience (such as the high, rapid chords in the well-known piano ditty “Chopsticks”). In the humorous song the lovesick gentlemen “Pung” and “Chow” serenade the “charming maid, who answered to the name, Mah Jong.” With the opening line, “From the sly Chinee, many years B.C.,” lyricist B. G. DeSylva began the story by referencing the ancient mahjong origin myths. He also joined other mahjong descriptions in echoing popular perceptions of the Chinese as wily and inscrutable, as in Bret Harte’s
long-lasting 1870 poem known as “The Heathen Chinee.” The erstwhile Pung and Chow cap their plea to Mah Jongg by calling to her, “Lovely little Oriental witch, in the boxes down at Abercrombie and Fitch! Mah Jongg! Mah Jongg! From Tibetan ridges, you’re as nice as Bridge is, my Mah Jongg!” Thus, Mah Jongg, the imagined Chinese woman, is directly commodified into the game and sold for mass consumption. Access to love-object Mah Jongg might be bought with a song, but play-object mahjong required cash.58

Images of sexually vulnerable and available Chinese women could have particular appeal as white women’s sexuality became more public, advertised -- and independent. In performing sexuality through Chinese cultural expression, white women in turn normalized their tamer forays into the erotic. Respectable consumers did not need to engage explicitly in such sordid matters; contextual allure was enough. In the introduction to his mahjong rule book, distributor Ezra Fitch of Abercrombie & Fitch posited himself as at the vanguard of “cultured people all over the world,” who welcome mahjong as “after thirty centuries, Ma-Jung has emerged from the walled palaces of princes and mandarins—as interesting from the artistic side as a piece of old sun-glow pottery—as attractive and entertaining as an almond-eyed girl from Canton.”59 Elite white women became “modern” through the newly mainstream tools of mass consumerism and heterosexual allure, and their ability to evoke the primitive emphasized both. Mahjong stoked the flames of desire for markers of Chinese authenticity for white Americans; racial masquerade held more appeal when affiliated with something tangibly Oriental.

PERFORMING AUTHENTICITY

In July 1922 the mahjong craze was heating up in California. White Angelinos flocked to the Ville de Paris department store to watch and learn how to play and to buy sets. As described by the Los Angeles Evening Herald, this crowded department store illustrates a spectrum of performance by Chinese Americans: while “William Wong, a Chinese expert” taught “Los Angeles girls how to play Mah-Jongg” in the store’s basement, daily “throngs” congregated before the store’s window “to watch three wrinkled Chinese play the game to which they became devoted when lads in China.”60 Literally on display along with goods for sale, the players in the window became just as commodified as the game, both merged in chinoiserie consumption. Wong wore a Western suit, while his teaching partner from the “Far East” wore his “working costume” of a mandarin button hat. It was rare, however, for Chinese American representatives of the game to be pictured with Western garb. Their supposed authenticity was demonstrated by wearing outfits reminiscent of the Chinese
courts. Two years later a young woman in Los Angeles would publicly claim Chinese Americans as the inheritors of mahjong’s ancient royal past.

These examples reveal a range of Chinese American performances that leveraged beliefs about Chinese authenticity within a severely limited set of dominant cultural assumptions. First, costumed and silent mahjong players in a store display window performed a restricted set of “authentic” cues based on white Americans’ preconceptions; second, a Chinese mahjong expert in Western dress created a kind of hybrid performance; and third, a college student’s assertion of mahjong’s authentic heritage claimed cultural authority for modern Chinese Americans. The history of mahjong contributes to the growing scholarship of how, in historian Karen Leong’s words, “orientalized subjects’ engage orientalism.” Borrowing from the field of performance studies, it is useful to consider how performance is itself constitutive, rather than merely reflective of a pre-existing truth or identity. Individuals engaged in constructing the “authentic” by reinforcing American ideas of China. However, they simultaneously created new possibilities when they subverted expectations by wearing Western clothes or speaking fluent English with an American accent, within a Chinese body that carried presumed foreign authenticity.

In contrast to widespread assumptions, in all probability most Chinese Americans learned the game in the United States. Mahjong only became well known outside major urban centers in China when the American fad exploded in the early 1920s; it spread rapidly and across generations among Chinese Americans as well. Most Chinese migrants came to the United States before the game spread, and these immigrants originated from more rural regions and provinces, which were outside mahjong’s initial range.

Many Chinese American mahjong demonstrators and instructors were of the second generation, who came of age in the 1920s. In the late nineteenth century severe anti-Chinese immigration restrictions had initially targeted women as potential prostitutes and then banned the entry of Chinese laborers, while exempting merchants and close family relations of citizens by birth. By 1920, however, the majority of Chinese youths had been born in the United States. The stereotypes that shaped characters in popular fiction dogged these young Chinese Americans as they sought to break out of racialized low status and labor-intensive occupations. Their presumed skill of playing mahjong was more marketable than their individual academic and professional skills honed in American universities, just as their assumed authentic selves remained stereotypically Chinese: foreign and homogeneous.

For a brief period during the mahjong vogue, mahjong instruction and demonstration provided real opportunities in an economic desert for second-generation Chinese Americans. “Teaching society folk how to play ‘Mah Jong’
is helping Chinese students in Columbia University defray college expense,” the New York Times reported as the craze took off in 1923. As the Times explained, “The Chinese game, which is rapidly superseding bridge, has proved a veritable godsend to some of the students.” While other students found work “in a score of other ways,” Chinese American students could rarely gain access to jobs open to whites, and mahjong instruction continued to provide money for school through the fad years.⁶⁸ Both male and female Chinese American mahjong promoters engaged in racial and cultural performance that fit American ideas of authenticity, especially references to an imperial Chinese court.

Being marked as Asian and foreign was both a liability and, within a constrained set of options, a possible advantage in service work and entertainment designed to appeal to a white customer base.⁶⁹ Individuals navigated a slippery and often painful path in trading on cultural commodification. As a young Chinese American woman reported to the sociologist Pardee Lowe, “As a senior in college, I have no intention of clerking in a curio shop, or of hiring myself out as atmosphere in a would-be Oriental establishment, not that I feel above such work, but the advantages of a college education have brought obligations as well, obligations to my family, my college and even to myself. I must accomplish something; I must find a worthwhile place in the world.”⁷⁰ As the American-born generations came of age and formed an increasingly large segment of the Chinese American population, many of these young Americans faced difficult choices. The broader public continued to view them as perpetual outsiders, even as they often felt alienated from their parents and from traditional Chinese culture. Despite their education, fluent English, and career goals, second-generation college graduates faced a grim economic landscape.⁷¹

Economic pressures helped determine whether being costumed and on display felt like a choice for individual Chinese Americans. Non-Chinese Americans rarely hired Chinese American graduates, who were then pushed into nearly the same low-paid jobs their parents occupied, working in family businesses such as restaurants or laundries, or hiring out their services in Chinatown curio shops. For young women who would have preferred to participate in the “modern girl” aesthetic construction and self-styling, their options were instead limited to more stereotyped performance.⁷² A social worker described the lack of opportunities offered to young Chinese women who “find positions in the American community as ‘figure-heads’ as the girls themselves say, where they wear their Chinese costumes. And oh, how they hate to wear them! But they know they would not be wanted except for the costume.” Chinese Americans’ marketability as human props remained, whatever clothes they wore on their own time. When marketing an exotic good like mah-
jong, stores desired the appearance of authenticity through Chinese American instructors and salespeople. Notably, white salesgirls could still market the exotic when dressed in appropriately Chinese costume, though they were probably less of a draw. In contrast, Chinese Americans could not advertise standard American or Western qualities. Both white and Chinese Americans could perform “Chineseness,” but only whites could pass back into the privileges of whiteness.

More often than “wrinkled” men, Chinese women were displayed as emblematic of the game’s Oriental beauty and exotic appeal. The *Los Angeles Examiner* featured three Asian American young women dressed in “Oriental garb” gathered around their mahjong student, a famous Italian wrestler, with the suggestive caption “Wrestling Training!” In San Francisco two “belles of the Chinese quarter” worked as in-store instructors while dressed in elaborate silken robes with jade bracelets. Behind their photograph, the newspaper layout artist added paper cutouts of lanterns and cherry blossoms. Commanding more respect than the usual anonymity or caricatured names of “John Chinaman” or “Lotus Blossom,” however, these instructors were named respectfully as Miss Tue Tom and Miss Tsuey Ha, individuated as was William Wong.

Some played with the edges of authenticity in their performance, negotiating a gray zone of cultural commodification and resistance. By combining elements of Chinese “authenticity” and Western fashion or American speech within a modern moment, Chinese Americans inherently challenged a bifurcation of Eastern traditionalism and Western modernity. Chinese American entertainers often adopted royal stage names; the popular short instructional film of 1924, “Mysteries of Mah Jong,” starred the Eurasian actress known as Princess Nai Tai Tai. An American context defined Chinese authenticity as outside Western modernity in either a degraded present or an esteemed past. It thus becomes a significant choice that the Ville de Paris instructor William Wong marketed himself as an expert in a Chinese game while wearing a Western suit. Notably, his unnamed fellow instructor more closely played the part of an “authentic” Chinese figure. Regardless of how strategic their paired presentations, both men would certainly have been aware of the expectations for demonstrated authenticity on the part of their white customers. The possibility of subverting such expectations would have been dependent upon individual economic vulnerability and the cultural authority that came with perceived authenticity. Additionally, such hybrid performances may have held some appeal for white customers as a way of crossing boundaries rather than erasing them.

When mahjong manufacturers overreached their claims on authenticity, they faced the angry reactions of Chinese Americans. Because it was im-
portant for Chinese Americans that the game retained its connection to esteemed elements of Chinese culture, mahjong manufacturer L. L. Harr’s claims proved particularly galling. He had explicitly argued that contemporary Chinese people knew only the “modern coolie” game, and that his company sold the sole ancient and aristocratic version. In a public argument with transpacific coverage, the China Review devoted a cover-page editorial to debunking Harr’s claims. The Review, a journal published by the China Trade Bureau based in New York, angrily refuted Harr: “The misrepresentation of China and things Chinese in this country, particularly if it serves any selfish commercial purpose, is something which all fair-minded Americans deplore and justly condemn.” Further, “It is something which the Chinese have the right to resent and the privilege to correct.”

The editorial used mahjong controversies to address the broader issue of the simultaneous commodification and denigration of Chinese culture. It also appealed directly to Americans’ self-concept as “fair-minded” while asserting a uniquely authoritative platform for Chinese Americans.

The game’s established Chineseness helped reinforce its use as a tool for cultural authority. Eleanor Chan, the “bobbed-hair spokesman” of the Chinese Students’ Club at the University of Southern California, sparred publicly with preeminent mahjong businessman Joseph Park Babcock when he claimed that he was the sole inventor of mahjong and that the game was in fact “foreign to China.” “We have not only played Mah Jongg years before Mr. Babcock ever visited China, but our Chinese ancestors also have played the same game,” Chan argued. Drawing directly from the game’s mystique, Chan went on: “Furthermore, this same game provided entertainments for the royal courts of China 1100 years ago.” Mahjong was one of the few arenas in which a young Chinese American woman could directly challenge a wealthy white businessman and be taken seriously by mainstream media. Voices like Chan’s asserted the importance of Chinese Americans as a link between white Americans and authentic Chineseness. Cultural authority bolstered economic opportunities for those, like mahjong instructors, who could ostensibly provide a cultural bridge. Chan and the China Review undercut the dominant discourse by claiming a modern Chinese American heritage for a powerful Chinese past.

Chan’s references to ancient China that echoed the game’s marketers may also have reflected her personal belief in and attachment to an esteemed Chinese culture. Chinese Americans could genuinely hold many of the same romantic and Orientalist ideas of the East. After all, they were surrounded by the same American discourses and had their own reasons for holding fast to positive portrayals of Asia, however reductive. Actress Anna May Wong, for
example, held preconceptions of timeless Eastern simplicity and spirituality until she traveled to China and was surprised by the urban modernization she found there. A modern Chinese authenticity steeped in philosophical wisdom and ancient roots indicated both a positive contribution to the world and a position of authority from which to speak specifically as Chinese Americans. In importer Ly Yu Sang’s mahjong book *Sparrow*, he linked the game to philosophical symbolism from the *I Ching*, the ancient book of divination. He also asserted the rational and mathematical elements of the game. Sang and other Chinese rulebook authors subtly claimed an authentic Chinese modernity marked, like the West, with rationality and power, while retaining Chinese character and history. While lacking in historical and philosophical accuracy, Sang’s argument appealed to both white and Chinese American readers in its reinforcement of lofty Chinese culture. When the *New York Times* intimated that the game was not actually Chinese, a Chinese American reader wrote in protest and cited the popular rulebook by Ly Yu Sang.

The cultural authority conferred onto Chinese American mahjong instructors raised their status and challenged the more accepted role of Chinese servants or exotic curio clerks. Even as they were discussed as quaint and foreign, in practice Chinese American instructors were closely affiliated with the American marketplace and directly facilitated the game’s marketing and distribution. For white customers, they could prove authenticating and alluring but remain in the store’s safe remove. Yet Americans continued to look askance at those who destabilized neat categories, particularly at Chinese men who entered, or who were imagined to enter, the white American home. In practice, instructors frequently positioned themselves in public: at department stores, galas, and large events, but the other main locale of learning—in the home with individual instruction—was a frequent focus in popular culture. Providing a path into domestic space indicated a direct route to intimacy.

**PERFORMING CULTURAL SEDUCTION**

In reality the vast majority of independent mahjong instructors were white women, but the fictional archetype that emerged was predominantly Chinese. Sexualized depictions of mahjong could be enticing or lighthearted when associated with white men accessing “Oriental” women, but Chinese men became the representative mahjong instructors. With white women as the most closely associated consumers of the game, in popular fiction and commentary mahjong instruction became a site of Chinese cultural—and potentially sexual—inroads.
As mahjong instructors developed an outsized cultural presence, fears of both boundary-crossing Chinese men and a backlash against white women embracing non-domestic pursuits combined in darker depictions of mahjong. In the process, a new Chinese stereotype of a faux-assimilated charlatan emerged, as did an additional arena of Orientalist consumerism: cultural seduction. Rather than donning a racial mask such as costuming that she could play with, consume, and discard at will, the woman exposed to cultural seduction risked transforming on a more intimate, physical, and lasting basis. Without outside intervention on the part of a stronger white man, she might lose the ability to remove Oriental features. The mask would then become fundamentally transformative.

Fears of cultural seduction echoed earlier concerns about physical contagion, but they applied more to social than to bodily mobility. Earlier twentieth-century public health officials decried the supposed predatory spread of syphilis among white men and boys by Chinese prostitutes, and newspaper commentators cautioned against white female missionaries entrapped by wily Chinamen. The predominant focus of fear centered on opium. Political cartoons, sensationalistic postcards, and popular representations of opium featured white women lying amidst men, insensate at the pipe. When associated with a specific urban geography, insidious Chinese influence could be contained in Chinatown, and white women could be warned away or actively prevented from entering. However, by the early 1920s a growing population of second-generation Chinese Americans and “modern” Chinese foreign students disrupted easy containment and categorization. H. D. Fong was one of many New York undergraduates who found ready employment as an “expert” mahjong instructor shortly after he memorized the game from Joseph Babcock’s rulebook. Teaching customers at the Gimbel Brothers department store meant that he “came into contact with members from the opposite sex frequently.” Fong later recalled that he responded to the attentions of a young white “flapper” with romantic letters and poetry. Although she never responded, Fong’s attempts illustrate the boundary-crossing possibilities of interracial encounters through mahjong. At the same time, more white women were entering Chinatown as “slummers” and tourists out for a thrilling time. They were also bringing mahjong and the people associated with it into their homes.

Mahjong provided a new entree for Chinese culture, and male instructors, into the sacrosanct feminized white American domestic space. In response, popular literature sought to maintain racial boundaries by identifying Chinese assimilation as chicanery and male mahjong instructors as tricksters. Whether harmful or merely exploitative, they were depicted as snakes in the grass. In one line of thought, working-class Chinese Americans conceptual-
ized only as laundrymen, cooks, and domestic servants could not have known the game because it was supposedly the province of mandarins: “Of course, a Chinese laundryman doesn’t really know anything about Mah Jong. If he had played it in his youth in the old home town his head would have been cut off.” Chinese servants cut absurd figures among the gullible white elite, as a fashionable matron in Harper’s invites a caricatured laundryman to “join us for a game.” In an article subtitled “Cooks Have Been Lured from Kitchens to Instruct in Native Game That Has Reaped Fortune,” the writer described how “certain soft-footed, slant-eyed denizens of the kitchen have for the first time in their American career been introduced to the parlors, where, garbed in brocades, they have presided as teachers of the game.” The “exorbitant rates paid for lessons,” only added “to the popularity of the ancient game.” In one short story, even a white male mahjong instructor used a manufactured Eastern mysticism to seduce a woman described as the “loveliest of morons.” Women were vulnerable to men under the guise of mahjong.

In mahjong-inspired popular fiction such as The Green Dragon Emerald, a mystery play performed in California high schools, and in the comical Saturday Evening Post piece Punk Pungs, the Chinese villains are marked as dangerous because of their ability to perform smooth, fluent English. The portrayal of Westernized Chinese men as nefarious tricksters echoed fears from the 1910s of supposedly Christianized Chinese men seducing, murdering, or otherwise ruining naïve female missionaries. Signs of assimilation were seen as a dangerous and misleading masquerade.

Not all Chinese presence in the household was threatening, but the danger lay in interactions in which nonthreatening “authentic” foreign elements—such as faithful and heavily accented servants—were replaced by westernized Chinese men whose assimilated façades opened dangerously egalitarian doors to a perpetually alien core. American notions of contemporary Chinese authenticity were based on caricatured depictions of working-class laundrymen, cooks, or servants; thus an alternative persona, especially if powerful or Westernized, became de facto a malicious ruse.

The Green Dragon Emerald perfectly encapsulates the thrilling and hazardous exoticism associated with Chinese culture transported into American homes via Chinese men and mahjong sets. The thriller revolves around an American family living in late-1920s Peking. A shadow hangs over the family as unwilling possessors of a cursed ancient mahjong set that emits ghostly specters to lure the father to touch a poisoned emerald tile, the “green dragon.” The daughter Corinne, engaged to an upright young American man, is nearly seduced and eventually captured by a suave and Westernized sinister genius “Manchu prince,” Sang Wu, who seeks to transform her into a “Manchu prin-
cess.” After venturing into the Chinese city with Sang Wu and possibly enjoying opium, Corinne drinks a potion that brings out her secret heritage as the product of a white American father and deceased Chinese mother. Reflecting ideas of race that conflated biology and culture, the elixir draws out her latent tendencies to make her physically and mentally Oriental. She feels a “yellow devil that’s feeding upon my soul”; with narrowed eyes, she develops stealth, cunning, and cruelty.

Not surprisingly, Wu is behind the whole creepy business, as the dramatic ending reveals his scientific capabilities to manipulate the mahjong set through “some very clever electrical experimenting,” radio, and his own fantastical contribution to science: projecting “thought vibrations.” A Harvard psychologist-cum-scientist saves the day, and the stalwart young fiancé gets a rehabilitated, rewhitened Corinne. Sang Wu commits suicide by clutching the poisoned tile after praising “my illustrious ancestors, and the Green Dragon Mah Jong set!” Although two loyal Chinese servants lose their lives in the hubbub, their sacrifice is all part of a happy ending. The “Mah Jong game is ended,” the psychologist tells the father in the play’s closing line, “and you have won!”

The character of Sang Wu epitomized the risk posed by Oriental power cloaked in seductive people or goods that promised unwary white consumers, especially women, luxury and pleasure. For a white woman to become Oriental meant degradation. Because of long-held sexual stereotypes of nonwhite women, and because of associations of smooth-talking Chinese men as sexual predators, becoming Oriental for a white woman meant becoming more sensual and sexually available. After Corinne drinks the potion, Sang Wu croons, “tonight, my lovely one, you are wholly of the orient. Yes, you are as beautiful as one of my own Manchu ancestresses; green eyes glittering like serpents; red, wanton lips, begging for kisses.” In the ultimate sign of her transformation, Corinne allows Sang Wu to kiss her. In The Green Dragon, the pairing of a Chinese man with a white woman suggested a female sexual availability and male power far more threatening than the interracial union of Corinne’s own parents, of a white man with a Chinese woman.

Mahjong did not require the presence of a Chinese man to pose a threat to American women. The object itself could possess seductive powers that, overlaid with Oriental sensuous luxury, could transform a white woman in fundamental ways that destabilized the mahjong player’s home. Media described legions of mahjong-addled “addicts” in terms that smacked of opium. The long-held associations of Oriental luxury tinged with depravity imbued goods themselves with symbolic power. The ways in which white women particularly engaged with the game—emphasizing costumes,
Mahjong in particular highlighted the possibility of cultural seduction. Biting critiques of white female victims of cultural seduction reacted not only to Chinese mobility but also to white women’s leisure: Chinese culture was the vehicle, but the result meant disrupted white American homes. As portrayed in the popular press, when women developed “mah-jong-itis,” or an “excessive tendency” for the game, they disrupted the household through becoming “Chinese” in certain imagined ways, neglecting domestic duties, and providing an entry point for the subversive foreign element, the Chinese male. Newspaper articles across the social spectrum linked mahjong to women’s frivolity and excessive consumption, emphasizing female lack of self-control as “naturally lazy.” Although couched in often humorous song lyrics or prose about a seemingly superfluous topic, the anxieties expressed about mahjong reflect more generalized anxieties over changing gender roles, immigration, and race.

In cultural seduction, consumption of luxury goods associated with the Oriental preyed upon a white woman’s assumed desire for consumer goods. After becoming too close to mahjong and its trappings, a woman could actually shed certain gendered features of whiteness—specifically related to domesticity. Rather than transgressing racial boundaries in urban geographies through slumming or temporary costuming, which reaffirmed the individual’s whiteness, these white female consumers’ domestic transgressions risked more permanent (and inevitably disastrous) racial crossings.

A hit song, “Since Ma Is Playing Mah Jong,” popularized by comedian Eddie Cantor in 1924, depicted how a mother’s infatuation with mahjong dramatically disrupted her family. The song’s narrative focuses on familial upheaval through gender disorder and the father’s attempt to remove the outside threat of the “Chink.” The bouncy refrain cries:

Since Ma is playing Mah Jong
Pa wants all “Chinks” hung.
We get rice chop suey each night,
Chinese cooking you should see how Pa is looking.
Ma wears a kimona
She yells “Pung” and “Chow”.
Ma left dishes in the sink
Pa went out and killed a “Chink”
Ma plays Mah Jong now.
The many encroachments of stereotypical Chinese elements encourage the audience to sympathize with long-suffering Pa. Significantly, while he desires the eradication of all “Chinks,” it is not until Ma actually neglects the domestic task of dish washing that he is pushed over the edge into lethal violence. As in other popular literature, the song’s comedic frame defused the real violence that plagued Chinese Americans by transforming it into a reassuringly humorous enactment of white patriarchal authority.\textsuperscript{113}

Cultural commentators across the political spectrum decried women’s focus on the game over their familial responsibilities. Social reformer Miriam Van Waters critiqued women’s distracted self-absorption. Juvenile delinquency was to be blamed on “the modern phenomenon of groups of women playing bridge and mah jongg while groups of boys and girls have ‘petting parties,’ or expeditions to steal automobiles,” she admonished.\textsuperscript{114} Just north of Seattle, Vancouver men advocated for a Husband’s Protective League “as a means of protecting themselves and of asserting their authority over their fair partners” because “mah jongg parties are cutting in on wives’ time so seriously.” Poor hardworking husbands, the article complained, “expecting a hot supper and a little human companionship,” were met instead by a tardy wife with her head still in the mahjong game, a cold meal of convenience foods, and an obligatory mahjong game with another couple. Early in the fad, women bringing the game into the home could be seen in a positive light of domesticating husbands, as a California man described: “It beats anything I know of to keep father and the boys home nights.” Yet when the game was played among women, as it increasingly was at its peak popularity, it risked drawing their focus away from the domestic to pleasure and peer-oriented unproductive leisure.\textsuperscript{115}

Critiques of women’s self-focused pursuits and desires reflected discomfort with increasing female independence and a broader social ethic of individualism. The new ideal of companionate marriage was one way to contain the search for personal and sexual fulfillment within heterosexual bonds. Yet companionate marriage also involved a renegotiation of the power dynamics between men and women. In 1920s popular media, men often depicted themselves as at the mercy of their strong-willed wives. Mahjong humor poked fun at women who irresponsibly spent their husbands’ money on mahjong sets or forced them to play the game.\textsuperscript{116}

The ways in which Ma takes on a Chinese identity illustrate the combination of actual and imagined cultural elements that were woven together in a fabric of stereotypes that could be used in racial performance. Like many white American mahjong players who engaged in masquerade with Chinese costuming, “Ma wears a kimona [sic],” as does the woman illustrated on the
sheet music cover who holds a wooden mahjong case. The woman's image clearly drew from traditional Japanese portraiture; it is unclear if she was supposed to be an “Oriental” woman (who would not be Chinese in any case), or if Ma had actually become Oriental, even down to the cartoonish slanted eye lines. The song portrayed the results of adopting stereotypical foreign characteristics, from cooking chop suey to growing long fingernails, as potentially dangerous in gendered ways. Eddie Cantor sang, “China you’re poison to me, / You broke up my whole family” as Ma succumbs to the game’s temptations.

The jazzy tune became a hit, tapping into the 1920s fox trot dance fad, fueling sales of sheet music and records. In June 1924 the Oakland chapter of the Native Daughters of the Golden West presented a “burlesque” of racial performance in a cross-dressing revue devoid of modern-day sexually explicit connotations. The chapter’s “bobbed-hair members” competed against their longer-haired counterparts as “twelve members in full masculine attire” performed to the “Oriental specialty, ‘Since Ma is Playing Mah Jongg,’ [as a] chorus of ten in varied Chinese costumes, with knives and guns.” The performance by these nativist white American women personified the underlying tensions of gender upheaval and violence that resonate throughout the popular tune.

For all the hubbub and warnings, both serious and flippant, Americans eagerly purchased hundreds of thousands of mahjong sets and devoted many evenings to playing with friends and spouses. For a variety of reasons, including the proliferation of rules and playing styles, mahjong’s fervor passed by the late 1920s. It quickly became a hallmark of “the gay twenties” for the next few decades before the national fad faded in cultural memory, even as it grew within Chinese communities and eventually took new form among Jewish American women in particular. Although Jewish women shared in the mahjong craze of the twenties, it would not be until the late 1930s and particularly the postwar era that they developed a unique mahjong culture. Mahjong’s edginess, its attractive flirtation with imagined dangers, and its exotic performativity helped Americans transition through profoundly consequential social change during the Jazz Age. If mahjong-obsessed women were not, in fact, becoming Oriental like Eddie Cantor’s Ma, then perhaps the song helped release anxieties and normalize racially transgressive entertainment at least as much as it humorously advertised its dangers.

The real and imagined participation in the American fad of Chinese mahjong instructors made them a proxy for cultural conversations about domesticity and social change within the United States. Chinese Americans in actual practice and in popular culture gained economic, social, and sexual footholds through a consumer item that had been exoticized and sexualized.
As Chinese men’s reputations as experts and teachers gained currency, popular culture generated a new stereotype of a faux-assimilated trickster. Commentators and writers used the figure of the male Chinese instructor as a racial boundary against modern threats to domesticity and changes in home life. A chiding chorus against women’s use of unproductive leisure portrayed white women as deluded and frivolous mahjong fans. In contrast, many white women eagerly embraced an imagined Chinese past for their own purposes of playing with newly accessible forms of racialized sexuality. The culture that white women created as consumers and players of mahjong provoked a powerful reaction intended to contain the very mobilities of race and gender that mahjong had inspired. Long after the 1920s fad, mahjong would continue to provide a rich historical marker of social change and cultural contestation.
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